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5 Questions from Murphy’s Quiz

In what decade did the demand for mediated online 

searches in the health sciences begin? 1950s, 1960s, 

1970s, 1980s?

In what year did MEDLINE become operational? 1971

When did widespread searching of online commercial 

databases by academic reference librarians begin?
late 1970s

When did services oriented to end users of online 

databases begin to appear? early 1980s 

When was access to MEDLINE over the Web made free 

of charge? 26 June 1997
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The Five Laws of Library Science

1. Books are for use.

2. Every reader his book.

3. Every book its reader.

4. Save the time of the reader.

5. The library is a growing organism.

~ S.R. Ranganathan. 2nd ed. 1957.
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“In my view, the Library School ought to be part of a 

University institution; but then it ought to educate, 

and train in the best sense, cultivated Librarians, not 

juvenile assistants, who merely fetch and carry 

books. It ought to be open only to persons of 18 or 

19 of fair secondary education; and it ought to 

provide a quite good undergraduate course of 

instruction in which the technical elements of 

Librarianship would play a part (but only a part).”

- Sidney Webb. ‘Letter to Carnegie United Kingdom 

Trust,’ dated 25.6.1917, quoted in Munford (1976): 

147-148 


